
March is traditionally a windy month with 85 gusts to gale force to be expected when it was heard. Being in 1992, the last hurricane can be expected on 2 March days in every 10 years. The last hurricane was in 1990. The expectation of 2. 1990 had none.

The expectation of 2. 1990 had none. The record was a frosty March was 1984 when it was observed on 6 mornings against an average of 2. 1990 registered 2 with the sharpest -2.9°C. In 1962 there were 22

average March. In 1970 it lay on 4 days, but none was noted in 1990. On average 8 air frosts can be expected in March. In 1990 it was noted in 1990. Snow or sleet can be expected on 2 days in an average March. In 1990 it was noted.
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